The problem of reconstructing an unknown waveform observed in additive noise by using normalized bispectral density estimates is considered. The proposed approach is based on using a continuous-valued normalized bispectral density estimate instead of the discontinuous biphase function conventionally computed in bispectrum-based signal reconstruction algorithms. The performance and reconstruction accuracy of the developed technique are studied by computer simulations in the presence of additive Gaussian and impulsive noises. Computer simulations results demonstrate that improvement of the signal reconstruction accuracy is achieved by the suggested approach.
INTRODUCTION
Bispectrum estimation is widely used technique in digital signal processing for solving the signal detection and reconstruction problems in radar systems [1] [2] [3] [4] , astronomy [5] , biomedical systems for signal measurements and analysis [6] , telecommunications, underwater acoustics, non-destructive evaluations and others [7] .
Bispectral density (BD) is a third-order statistic that contains such important information about process under investigation that cannot be extracted by using ordinary second-order statistics obtained by power spectral density (PSD) estimation. PSD estimation provides a total statistical description of the process only in the Gaussian case. Third-order spectrum estimation allows to extract such additional important information about processes as the degree of nonlinearity, deviation from Gaussianity and phase coupling among harmonic components. Though PSD estimation is used in many signal processing techniques and algorithms, the above mentioned information is not contained in the PSD. High noise immunity with respect to additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) as well as invariance to the temporal and spatial shifts are additional advantages of the BD estimation that is often used in practice for solving signal detection and reconstruction problems under a priory uncertainty about signal parameters [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
A well-known approach ordinary utilized in phase measurements unites conventional spectral and bispectrum-based signal reconstruction techniques as follows. Fourier phase spectrum and bispectrum argument (biphase) are defined both in spectral phase measurements and bispectral estimation as inverse tangent functions of the imaginary-to-real parts ratios of complex-valued Fourier spectrum and BD estimate, respectively. The main shortcoming of the approach is the appearance of distortions in reconstructed signal waveform caused by phase wrapping leaking in the Fourier spectrum restored from the discontinuous biphase function [5] [6] [7] .
Efficient phase unwrapping, as proposed and discussed in the References [8, 9] , is possible only if one has sufficient a priory information about signal and noise parameters, as well as a high signal-to-noise ratio. However, these conditions are often not met in signal processing practice.
The technique based on the utilizing the continuous normalized BD function instead of ordinary discontinuous biphase function has been developed in paper [10] . The main distinction of the approach proposed in [10] is in avoiding a direct computation of biphase, since this function itself is not needed in bispectrum-based signal reconstruction problem. Hence, it is not necessary to compute the discontinuous phase bispectrum (biphase) since it will be replaced by the complex-valued normalized bispectrum. Thus it is possible to avoid the unwrapping problem and essentially decrease the distortions in the reconstructed signal waveform.
However, it should be stressed, that the task of decreasing distortions has been considered in [10] only in deterministic setting, i.e. the signal distortions caused by noise have not been taken into considerations.
Because of this, a study of noise immunity of the technique [10] seems to be of interest for many practical applications. This paper deals with analysis of the accuracy of the reconstructed waveform in a bispectrum-based signal reconstruction system operating under influence of both AWGN and mixture of AWGN and impulsive noise.
SIGNAL RECONSTRUCTION BY USING NORMALIZED BISPECTRUM ESTIMATES
Let a stationary discrete-time real-valued process in the form of additive mixture of an original deterministic signal of unknown waveform and noise be observed.
We form M records of I samples each and obtain the following set of independent realizations
where s(i) is the unknown signal to be estimated; τ (m) is the integer-valued random signal shift; n (m) (i) is the AWGN with zero mean and unknown variance σ 2(m) , or a mixture of AWGN and impulsive noise. The unknown original signal is assumed to be invariant for the M observed realizations and the BD of the signal assumed to be non-zero.
Note that equation (1) is the typical representation for a number of practical applications. In particular, in high-resolution radar systems serving for the aerial targets range profile estimation [2, 4, 11] , the signal shift τ (m) in (1) is caused by unpredictable aerial target maneuvers and the value τ (m) can vary randomly with unknown law from one range resolution bin to other.
The problem considered is the estimation of unknown signal waveform over a limited number M of observations (1) in additive noise environment.
According to the direct bispectrum estimation method described in detail in review [7] , discrete BD estimate ( , )
x B p q of the process (1) can be written as the following complex-valued function expected over M realizations as
where
computed for an arbitrary m-th realization (1); is the discrete direct Fourier transform of m-th realization;
the magnitude bispectrum estimate (bimagnitude estimate) and phase bispectrum estimate (biphase estimate), respectively; p, q = 1,2,…,I are the indices of independent frequency samples; * denotes complex conjugation.
It should be especially noted, that biphase estimate in (2) is ordinary determined within the main interval of the inverse tangent function, i.e., ( , ) ( , ] p q x β π π ∈ − . The BD estimate computed in the form of (2) is the most widely used statistic in the majority of the approaches to bispectrum-based signal reconstruction. Recursive signal reconstruction algorithm first proposed in [5] by Bartelt, Lohmann and Wirnither (further denoted as BLW algorithm) and using the BD estimate (2), has been widely utilized by great number of those who operate bispectrum-based signal reconstruction techniques.
According to the BLW recursive algorithm, signal magnitude | ( )| X p q + and phase ( ) p q ϕ + Fourier spectrum estimates of the observations (1) can be computed by means of solution of the following equations set
Im Re
It should be stressed, that the procedure (3) does not usually provoke the distortions in the reconstructed signal waveform. The procedure (4) For a fixed sampling interval equal to Δ p = Δ q = 1/I in bifrequency plane (p, q), the value of sampling errors in discontinuous biphase function depends on its variation rate. This rate is usually unknown. Therefore, for a fixed sampling interval that corresponds to the Nyquist frequency, distortions in the restored phase Fourier spectrum (4) usually arise.
It has been demonstrated in paper [10] that the distortions increase with increasing signal length for the test digital signals of rectangular shape.
The main idea of the approach suggested is the following. 
When we work with the normalized BD, the formula (4) 
where ( ) X r is the signal Fourier spectrum estimate, traditionally recovered from bimagnitude ( , ) The following set of values has been computed for comparative performance analysis of the proposed algorithm (6a, 6b) and conventional BLW algorithm (3, 4).
1) The sampling variance 2 inp σ , i.e., variance calculated by practically limited number of realizations M and signal-to-noise ratio SNR inp assessed at the input of the signal reconstruction system and, respectively, computed as 2) The sampling variance at the output of the signal reconstruction system ; is the reconstructed signal waveform estimate computed according (7) for k-th experiment (k = 1,2,…, K); K is the number of the repetitions executed in statistical investigations for obtaining reliable estimate; t is the signal shift index (t = 0, 1,…, I-1) introduced taking into consideration the well-known bispectrum invariance property for the signal temporal shift [7] .
3) The signal-to-noise ratio out SNR at the output of the signal reconstruction system
4) The criterion ε which demonstrates the improvement of signal-to-noise ratio at the signal reconstruction system output comparing to its input
The computation of the values (8)- (11) permits to compare the performance of the conventional BLW signal reconstruction technique and the technique proposed.
DISCUSSION OF COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULTS
Here we consider the example of a test signal s(i) (i=1,2,…,256) given in the form of two pulses of rectangular shape and different amplitudes. Two-pulse signal location in the temporal axis has been changed randomly from one m-th observed realization to another. Total number of realizations in (1) was equal to M = 200 in our computer simulations. Signal random shift deviation was equal to τ (m) = 40 samples. Note that the example considered in our computer simulations is typical for high-resolution radar system forming the range profiles of aerial targets [11] in the form of intensity peaks that spatial distribution and number correspond to the spatial distribution and number of the backscattering centers located on the aerial target surface.
Two kinds of interferences have been studied. The first, AWGN of variance of 2 inp σ has been added to each observed realization. The second, original signal has been corrupted by additive mixture of AWGN and impulsive noise. Impulsive noise component has been generated by the given pulse amplitudes and probabilities of appearance the pulses. So called "salt and pepper" model of impulsive noise has been utilized. The noise pulse amplitudes were equal to A pos = 2 and varying probability of appearance the pulses was given by the value P.
The test pulse signal length has been varied over the wide limits from 3 to 35 samples. It makes it possible to investigate bispectrum-based signal reconstruction performance depending on the pulse signal length in noise environment. Two typical examples of the test signal reconstructed in AWGN environment ( It is clearly seen from the Figs. 1(a) and 2(a) that the original signal rectangular waveform is distorted considerably for the signals reconstructed by BLW technique due to the above mentioned phase wrapping. Note that the level of distortions increases with increasing of signal pulse length since the number of phase «π-jumps» in biphase estimate in (2) increases with increasing of signal pulse length. Because of this, the reconstructed signal waveform distortions increase. At the same time, the proposed technique using the continuous sine and cosine functions of the form (6) Comparison of the values ε that characterize the signal reconstruction performance including both improvement of signal-to-noise ratio at the signal reconstruction system output in comparison to its input and preservation of the original signal waveform permits to note that the technique proposed provides better performance comparing to the BLW technique. In other words, the value ε computed according formula (12) includes both signal waveform distortions and noise influence in the signal reconstruction system.
The plots of improvement parameter ε as a function of signal pulse length computed for BLW technique and for technique suggested are shown in the Figs. 3 and 4 .
The plots in the Figs. 3 and 4 demonstrate the preference of the technique proposed comparing to the BLW technique almost in the total range of the pulse signal lengths studied. The graphs illustrating the behavior of the improvement value ε as a function of pulse signal length for additive mixture of AWGN and impulsive noise are shown in the Figs. 5 and 6. The technique proposed provides better performance comparing to BLW technique apart from the very short pulse signal length.
Thus, comparison the results demonstrated in the Figs. 1-6 allows to note that the technique proposed possesses better signal reconstruction accuracy comparing to the conventional BLW technique.
CONCLUSIONS
A new approach to bispectrum-based noisy signal reconstruction is proposed and investigated. The key distinction between the suggested approach and the known ones consists in refusal of ordinary direct computation of bispectrum phase since on the one hand it causes distortions in reconstructed signal shape provoked by phase wrapping and on the other hand this value is not necessary in bispectrum-based signal reconstruction algorithm. Therefore, the necessity in traditional computation of the phase bispectrum is no longer relevant since it can be successfully replaced by calculations of normalized bispectrum density estimate. Using the latter function permits essentially decrease the reconstructed signal distortions caused by phase wrapping. The results of statistical computer simulations obtained for the pulse test signals demonstrate considerable decreasing of reconstructed signal waveform comparing to the conventional approach. The technique suggested possesses low sensitivity to the sampling frequency interval in bispectrum domain. The latter peculiarity is important from the point of view of signal reconstruction of a priory unknown length and waveform. Decreasing of sampling interval is not necessary at that.
